Riders must use the lap bar as designed (the lap bar must close). Riders must sit upright and be restrained with waist belts and a safety bar which locks in place. Riders must hold onto the lap bar. Riders must ascend/descend entry and exit stairs. It is not recommended that any child under 3 ride this ride. 

**Cliff Hanger**  
Riders must be at least 48” to ride. Riders must climb up on the ride to the rim when the doors are open and then sit down in the car. Riders must sit upright. It is not recommended that anyone under 5 ride this ride.

**Disk-O**  
Riders must be at least 48” to ride. Riders must sit upright and be secured in the ride. Riders must step up to enter on the ride vehicle from a sloped surface.

**Flying Dutchman**  
Riders must be at least 48” to ride. Riders will ascend to a height of over 60 feet and fall back to the platform. Riders must ascend/descend entry and exit stairs.

**Freestyle**  
Riders must be at least 48” to ride. This is a high speed-spinning ride with front to rear and side-to-side forces. Riders must control their arms and legs to ride.

**G-Force**  
Riders must be at least 48” to ride and no taller than 76”. Riders must sit upright. Riders must sit upright and be secured in the ride. Riders must step up to enter on the ride vehicle from a sloped surface.

**G Force**  
Riders must be at least 48” to ride. This is a high speed-spinning ride with front to rear and side-to-side forces. Riders must control their arms and legs to ride.

**Rave Wave**  
Riders must be at least 48” to ride alone. Riders between 42” and 48” must ride with a supervising companion. Guests must sit upright, hold onto the lap bar and be prepared for very strong forces from all directions due to the motion of the ride. Riders must enter the ride from the side of the car, which may be an uneven surface. Riders must extend feet to the floor of the car.

**Super Cyclon**  
You must be at least 48” to ride this alone. Riders between 42” and 48” must ride with a supervising Companion. Riders must sit upright and alone. Riders must fit within the over the shoulder restraint. Riders must have full control of their arms and legs to ride.

**Sky Flyer**  
Riders must be at least 48” to ride alone. Riders between 42” and 48” must ride with a supervising companion. Riders must sit back in the seat and hold onto the lap bar. Since the ride does not normally come to a complete stop for loading and unloading, adults accompanying children must help their children in and out of the car. Riders must lift themselves or be lifted by a companion into the chair and must hold on, sit still and erect. If ride requires additional time for boarding, notify the ride operator. Children under the age of 5 are not permitted to ride this ride.

**Tango**  
Riders must be at least 48” to ride. Riders must sit upright and alone. Riders must fit within the over the shoulder restraint. Riders must have full control of their arms and legs to ride.

*56” CATEGORY*

**Mach 1**  
Riders must be at least 56” and no taller than 75” to ride. This is a high, speed thrill ride where riders will experience 3.5 G's. Ride stands 120 feet tall. Riders must sit upright and be restrained by shoulder harness. Riders must ascend/descend entry and exit steps.

**Speed**  
Riders must be at least 56” and no taller than 75” to ride. This is a high speed thrill ride where riders will experience 3.5 G's. Ride stands 120 feet tall. Riders must sit upright and be restrained by shoulder harness. Riders must ascend/descend entry and exit steps.

*Concessions (Food and Games) and Midway Guidelines*

Admission to the RCS midway have either accessible counters or supplemental counters with clipboards for transactions. Employees are trained to anticipate the needs of patrons, especially those with obvious limitations. They will not hesitate to come out from behind the counter to serve you. If there is something that you need, feel free to ask. Please come to the counter, and an employee will come out to take your order and serve you. Wheelchair accessible tables are located throughout the midway. Please see ADA Accessible Guidelines.

Please report any safety concerns you observe or are told about to our Guest Services Booth immediately so they can be addressed quickly. We appreciate your help in keeping our carnival ride and fun.

**Fast Pass Program**

For your convenience we have now equipped all our RCS Rides with a “Fast Pass Lane” (indicated by black and white checkered flooring and sign). You can now purchase a pass to skip to the front of the line and double the amount of rides during your visit. 25% of all ride seats will be dedicated to the Fast Pass customers. Grab your pass at any ticket booth. (Every ride must have its own pass. Every Fast Pass lane must also have a wristband attached to that ride.)

Fast Pass requires a Fanpass or Wristband purchase.
You know the state of your health best. Be personally responsible for
Food, Drinks and Smoking are not allowed on the rides as well as sharp
Observe the speed, height and motion of each ride or attraction. Do not
Please observe all signs and comply with operator instructions. Please
ride. All riders, including Supervising Companions, are required to have
You know your children best. Please evaluate the rides your child wants to
be at least 4 years of age and meet the height requirement of the ride. All riders, including Supervising Companions, are required to have
categories. General admission is required for all rides.

Please do not ride our rides if you are impaired by alcohol, drugs, or any other substance.

GENERAL GUIDELINES
General provisions are health-related and ergonomic advisories related to virtually every ride and attraction. Rather than itemize them individually for each ride they are set forth generally below:

• Please observe all signs and comply with operator instructions. Please review the height restrictions and ride rules so you can comply. Some attractions do not allow open shoes. Some rides do not allow single riders.
• Observe the speed, height and motion of each ride or attraction. Do not participate unless you have the ability to ride safely.
• Food, Drinks and Smoking are not allowed on the rides as well as sharp objects or pointed shoes.
• Please secure Cell Phones, Keys, Hats, Glasses and all loose items. You may be held liable for loss or injury to any bystanders from flying objects you fail to secure. We are not responsible for lost or stolen articles.
• You know the condition of your health. Be personally responsible for not participating in any activity that could harm your including a heart condition or high blood pressure; neck, back or bone disorder; nerve damage; obesity; or condition, sickness, recent surgery, illness or restorative medication; or any other ailment which amusement ride or attraction participation may aggravate.
• Pregnant women are advised not to participate on rides.
• We do not recommend any child under the age of 2 participate on any of our rides. Some additional rides may have other age requirements.
• Observe and use all passenger restraint devices including holding on. Please wait for operators to open or close lap bars or passenger restraints. If you physically cannot be comfortably restrained or hold on, advise the ride operator and disembark from the ride. Due to the design of some restraints certain body proportions may not be able to participate on those rides.
• Secure all fun passes and wristbands as there are no refunds or exchanges. All riders must have fun pass or wristband to ride.
• Be cautious upon entering and exiting rides and attractions. You may be light headed or encounter a surface you don’t remember.
• Ask for assistance if ever you need it. A Guest Services booth is available to offer assistance.

This brochure outlines the safe rider requirements of such individual rides and attraction on an RCS Midway. Categories are general. Each attraction has specific qualifications and rules.

32” CATEGORY
Farm Tractors – Riders must be at least 32” to ride. Riders ride alone and enter the ride requirements necessitating elevated steps. Children only.

34” CATEGORY
Motorcycles – Riders must be at least 34” to ride and no taller than 53” maximum rider height. Riders must sit upright. Riders ride alone and enter the ride requirements necessitating elevated steps.

36” CATEGORY
Barnyard Express – Riders must be at least 36” to ride. Riders must fit in a small seat, sit upright and hold on. Riders must step up/transfer into the train. It is not recommended that any child under 3 ride this ride.

Clown Glasshouse – Participants must be at least 36” to enter this fun house attraction. Participants must walk alone and participate. Participants must descend/ascend stairs or stairway.

Groovy Bus Train – Riders must be at least 36” tall and a minimum of 3 years old to ride. Riders must fit in a small seat, sit upright and hold on. Riders must step up/transfer into the ride.

Little Dipper – Riders must be at least 36” to ride. Riders must descend/ascend exit and enter stairs. Riders must step up and over to enter the ride compartment and must sit upright.

Mini Bumper Cars – Riders must be at least 36” to ride. Control the action of the cars.

Red Baron – Riders must be at least 36” to ride. Riders must fit in a small seat, sit upright and step up into the ride vehicle and hold on.

Spider Mania – Riders must be at least 36” to ride and no taller than 60” max.

Survival Island – Participants must be at least 36” Children Only. Participants must ascend/descend steps to enter and exit. Participants must walk alone and upright to negotiate a tunnel, a slide, a bridge, hanging punching bags, etc.

Tea Cups – Riders must be at least 36” to ride. Ride will spin while each cup is self-propelled.

Toon Town – Participants must be at least 36” to participate. Participants must walk alone and upright while encountering obstacles. Participants must descend/descend stairs at the entry and exit.